See you tonight Jet Lee Thrust x

...... nourishing delicious Ovaltine Oval ..... a drink afterwards JEROBANG xo-xo Jittery Rouche

Ahem God of Generic Lust. We are Supper-ing tomorrow night after the showsy. If you're about. Yullis on crown about 7. Ear and Jam Novelty xx

... dear Ear and Jam Novelty

An IDEAL is 2
Ahem God of Generic Lust. We are Supper-ing tomorrow night after the showsy. If you're about. Yullis on crown about 7. Ear and Jam Novelty xx

... dear Ear and Jam Novelty (that REALLY is the best - cos yr stage persona in GI is such a deliciously dippy bright food-colouring macaroon loon) ... I'm lunching in Patonga and then have a 2:45a.m. pickup for RA transformation makeup on Monday pre-dawn but I LOVE yr timely invite and shall swing by for a dram and an appetiser
...dear Ear and Jam Novelty
(that REALLY is the best - cos yr stage persona in GI is such a deliciously dippy bright food-colouring macaroon loon) ... I'm lunching in Patonga and then have a 2:45a.m. pickup for RA transformation makeup on Monday pre-dawn but I LOVE yr timely invite and shall swing by for a dram and an appetiser - (ain't you sweet - and thoughtful!) xo Grigorio Rucci (failed stocky alcoholic Italian tenor) ...

27 Apr 2014, 9:10 am

.....actually I think we might get
.....actually I think we might get away with "Meringue Jam Novelty" - moniker confection perfection (wasn't up all night devising - woke and it popped into my head - I felt like a very minor poet but enjoyed the momentary creative pop!

xReferee Gush

27 Apr 2014, 6:53 pm

...hey Erogenous Navel ( ooh!)
- you guys still doing Yullis circa 7? x Gee Ah!

Ah Geraldine Nuf Nuf. Yes we are but it's only Zahra and moi and a few stragglers. But
...hey Erogenous Navel ( ooh!)  
- you guys still doing Yullis circa 7? x Gee Ah!

Ah Geraldine Nuf Nuf. Yes we are but it's only Zahra and moi and a few stragglers. But come. We are out the back x

....schweet! (I can only stay briefly as I have a 2:45am pickup - the glamour of movies)  
xgeraldine nuf nuf (whom I think I should play quite soon)

do it GR BANG BANG
27 Apr 2014, 9:39 pm

.... I remain enthralled - what a cool vibrant gathering 2nite .... glad yr into the Newman phenomenon - and the Classics .... stay intriguingly and randomly in touch ..... c u round - I hope xo Gary Reez

28 Apr 2014, 9:35 am

Gary,
'Twas a delight to see the Gentle Riddler last night. Such very good company. I will stay in touch and as intriguing as an Eery Jaunty Novella. Thank you and the God of Ra for the meal. Very kind. See you very soon I hope xoxo
Gary,
'Twas a delight to see the Gentle Riddler last night. Such very good company. I will stay in touch and as intriguing as an Eery Jaunty Novella. Thank you and the God of Ra for the meal. Very kind. See you very soon I hope xoxo
Meringue Jam Novelty

.....Airy Ninja Novella! - you are so fascinatingly extraterrestrial - what a joy to have been in your orbit .... not GRAVITY - dazzling LEVITY! xo Adrenalin
.....Airy Ninja Novella! - you are so fascinatingly extraterrestrial - what a joy to have been in your orbit .... not GRAVITY - dazzling LEVITY! xo Adrenalin Rush

Giddy McHeadRush..! xx
How's it? Myself and the team are on our last legs of the tour. Mildly entertaining but mostly offending the rural towns of Australia. Genuine Plushly.. I've made a plan to be in the US next year for a while and thought id ask you if your offer of A1
Giddy McHeadRush..! xx
How's it? Myself and the team are on our last legs of the tour. Mildly entertaining but mostly offending the rural towns of Australia.
Genuine Plushly.. I've made a plan to be in the US next year for a while and thought id ask you if your offer of A1 assistance was still a plausible and palatable one...
JERROBANG.. JERROBANG.
Let me know,
BPAY
aka Ellen DeJeanerous

24 May 2014, 10:42 am
...Bear in mind Whoville! - my absolute pleasure, you talented edgy impy thesp - it just flowed .... glad you liked xx GRR!

28 Aug 2014, 3:37 pm

Gruff Gruff. It's my birthday. If you're in Sydney come celebrate it with me xx EJ

It's a Shindig Godamnit
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Gruff Gruff. It's my birthday. If you're in Sydney come celebrate it with me xx EJ

It's a Shindig Godamnit

House Party Saturday 6th September from 3pm BYO
.... Error Ginger Nutella! - beyond delightful to surprisingly collide again tonite .... yr gonna rock in neo-Rostand - and T Williams wrote for amazing idiosyncratic actrines like you .... play, just play!! .... xo Giraffe-y Whoosh!

Jersey Cream Filled Puff. So excellent to see you also. Can't wait to catch your Leary King. I was thinking last night I hope we get to work together soon. ebay xxx
ditto on all those fronts!
Jersey Cream Filled Puff. So excellent to see you also. Can't wait to catch your Leary King. I was thinking last night I hope we get to work together soon. ebay xxx

..... ditto on all those fronts! (am I cream-filled!!?) .... I spent too much time today tweaking and improving yestereve's moniker - "Aero Ginger Nutella" is better - more your exotic blend of textures, taste and tang .... I really look fwd to another serving of curious charm tonite! x
"Galapagos apace, you fiery-footed steed!" .... you ignite; you cut everything into little stars .... another civil night, gentle night, loving black-browed night .... the face of heaven so fine .... yr an unbalancing social treat - Loved colliding again - more whenever ... maybe weekend birthday - would love to toast! .... xo

6 Sep 2014, 5:55 pm

Galapagos Lusty Thrust. Please come celebrate my birthday. From 7pm.
6 Sep 2014, 5:55 pm

Galapagos Lusty Thrust. Please come celebrate my birthday. From 7pm.

EJ xx

..... invested NormaJean Waybill! - is mid-later eve socially acceptable? .... thx for yr chunky and really pleasurable birthday offering! xo G

Of course Double Jeopardy Shush Sush. Come when you can x

12 Sep 2014, 2:10 pm
Gatsby de Bottlebrush. It was lovely having you at my birthday celebrations. Hope filming is going well this week. I'm heading to the Children of the sun tonight. Hopefully see you there. I like our collisions it gives a glee to the usual foyer glum.

Talk soon,
Bear 'n' Grin x

.... beloved Aryan Schöne Müllerin (yes a complicated and obtuse jeu de mots, of course) - basically it's a spectacular near-homophone